
Name: Andrew Glenn        Date: 2/26/14 

 

Materials needed: 

Chant Rituals 

Instruments 
Voices 

 

Standards: 

 2. Performing on instruments, alone and with others, a varied repertoire of music. 
Strand 1, Concept 2, PO 416- consistently performing together as an ensemble (e.g., tempo, 
intonation,  balance, blend, expression, and sensitivity).  
Strand 3, Concept 1, PO 2-Understading different interpretations based upon ensemble 
(orchestra, Band, Choral) 
Strand 2 Concept 1 PO 2-Identifying and analyzing the ways in which the elements of music (i.e. 
steady beat, rhythm, dynamics, texture, pitch and pitch direction, timbre, form, tempo) are 
interrelated with elements of other arts 

 

Objectives and assessment: 

 

 Objective(s): 

Students will practice a performance level rehearsal for their concert this evening 

 

Assessment: 

Able to perform part with correct articulations 
Correctly perform dynamics as marked 
Play part with little too few errors 

 

Personal objective: 

 

 To know what I want to say when I stop while also making sure that I am effective (Goal 

from Mentor). Look up more from the score and more at the ensemble 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Introduction: Here we go, Pull up ‘Chant Rituals’ 
 

Procedure:  

1. Have students take out Chant Rituals 

2. Play through the entire piece start to end without stopping 

3. Discuss any issues that can be fixed before the concert 

4. Fix as needed 

 

** Differentiated Instruction: 

This lessons includes more of a kinesthetic approach as this is more of a dig in and fix certain 

sections. It could lead to an aural/oral approach if need to better hear the section if articulation 

was not being heard or properly used. 

 



Aural section to make sure peers are playing correctly, give suggestions to their peers to make 

sure that they are playing as directed. 

 

Actively use students name to keep on task due to ADHD 

Ask student to give an example of a correct answer. 

 

Closure: 

I hope you practice those parts that are still in need of work we are less than a week from our concert! 

 

Extensions (optional):  

Play through the piece again if time. 


